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Antonio Perini: Milkman Technologies is a
customer-centric supply chain management
technology focused on last-mile. It was founded in
2015 and now counts on €35M funding and more
than 70 customers among Retailers and national
Carriers. 
 
Our cloud solution - Milkman Home Delivery
Platform - is designed for Retailers and
Manufacturers with a Fleet that want to offer a
superior consumer experience thanks to better
delivery services. It embeds a variety of
capabilities: smart appointments, dynamic pricing,
exception management, driver’s assistance, and an
interactive tracking page for Live ETAs and
Reschedules, all in alignment with an efficient
supply chain.

Greater efficiency and accuracy in fulfilment
operations enable Retailers to deliver personalized
and convenient shopping journeys, encouraging
repeat purchases and creating long-lasting
customer relationships. With our platform, any
Retailer will be able to offer an interactive last-mile
strategy focused on “experience first”. 

Filippo Battaini: Can you briefly introduce Milkman
Technologies and what it does to support retailers?
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Perini: It is very important to understand that
today’s shoppers require to be the lead actors, to
choose and interact. According to IDC’s Info
Snapshot: Master the Last Mile to Exceed Customer
Expectations and Win Loyalty, sponsored by
Milkman Technologies, 50% of consumers would
only shop from Retailers that offer flexible
fulfillment and returns options: delivery is the new
focus for Retailers, or, as Milkman Technologies’
tagline says: last-mile is new retail. 
 
This paradigm shift has been boosted during
lockdowns, when legacy couriers have
demonstrated their inability to support constantly
increasing order volumes from Retailers, with a
massive bad impact on their brand images.
Customers are asking for a real promise-to-
delivery, based on trust and reliability: they don’t
want to be forced to select a delivery pre-set time
by either the retailer or shipper. Customers just
want to be able to select the widest range of
options based on their needs: from same-day to
day of choice, economy or luxury delivery, always
providing time-slots; not fixed but flexible ones,
selecting their preference and paying accordingly.
Dynamic pricing is becoming an essential tool for
shaping the Customers’ behaviour and gaining
their loyalty. We live in a liquid environment and
must adapt by offering interactive solutions.
 
Once the Retailer makes sure that the promise-to-
delivery will be held, visibility becomes the next
prerequisite: customers need to be updated in
real-time.
 

Battaini: Consumers are becoming more demanding,
while the complexity of the shopping journey
increases. What retailers can do to meet Customers'
expectations in terms of last-mile delivery to generate
customer trust, loyalty and increase consumers'
lifetime value?
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Perini: The future demands to be flexible enough
to withstand sudden and sometimes unpredictable
surges in orders. To attain this level of scalability,
whether you are a grocer or a consumer goods
retailer, you need control over your supply chain. 
 
Small and medium companies can achieve that by
partnering with 3PLs with a proven record of
customer-centric operations. Large enterprises
should seriously consider managing a proprietary
fleet, as the investment will be paid back through
smoother operations, a more consistent brand
experience, and happier customers. We want to
help organizations of any size implement superior
last-mile services, counting on a fully automated
process, with continuous intelligence capability
that never stops gathering and digitizing data,
learning, and forecasting. 

Battaini: How do you see the future of Retail? What
strategies, capabilities, and technologies should
retailers adopt to ensure future-proof operations to
deliver great customer journeys?

Battaini: Thank you very much for the interview,
Antonio.
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They should also be able to change their minds or
notify a sudden shift of priorities, or simply in case
of external events, decide if waiting or
rescheduling. This also represents a real advantage
for the Retailers, avoiding planning and executing a
stop where no one is available.
 
Artificial intelligence and hyper-automation are
instrumental for providing all these benefits and
creating an economically sustainable last mile. If
you use a centralized platform, giving you total
control over every phase of delivery, from
warehouse to door, and optimize not only routes
but also order volumes and capacity vs geography
and fleet allocation, you can provide economically
sustainable advanced options.


